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ABSTRACT
The Swift X-ray Teles ope is a powerful instrument for measuring the X-ray spe tral properties of GRB afterglows. The spe tros opi apabilities are obtained through the energy resolving properties of the X-ray CCD
imager in the fo al plane of the X-ray Teles ope. A range of CCD operating modes allow GRB afterglows to
be followed over 5 orders of brightness as the afterglow de ays. The spe tros opi response in ea h mode has
been determined as part of the XRT alibration programme and is being in orporated into the XRT instrument
response matri es. These responses are being used to simulate GRB spe tra as part of the pre-laun h mission
planning for Swift.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The X-ray teles ope (XRT) is the instrument on board the Swift spa e raft designed to investigate gamma-ray
burst afterglows in 0.2-10 keV energy band1. The instrument o ers superior imaging apabilities and good
energy resolution, along with high timing resolution. The intrinsi apabilities of this instrument together with
the exibility of the di erent data olle tion modes2 makes it a superb tool for X-ray afterglow studies. The
Swift XRT observations will be supplemented by simultaneous observations in the opti al and UV performed by
the UVOT. Swift is due for laun h in early 2004.
The XRT uses nested grazing in iden e Wolter-1 type X-ray opti s3 to fo us in ident X-rays onto the stateof-the-art CCD-22 based fo al plane amera. The CCD-22 is a three phase frame transfer devi e, whi h utilises
high resistivity sili on and an 'open' ele trode stru ture, originally designed for the European Photon Imaging
Camera on XMM-Newton4. The prin ipal hara teristi s of the CCD-22 are summarised in Table 1. Other salient
features of the CCD-22, along with its ele trode stru ture, are des ribed elsewhere5.
The appli ation of a CCD-22 as a fo al plane dete tor for astronomy demands omplete understanding of
its response and its operational limitations. We are using a newly developed Monte-Carlo spe tral response
simulator to understand the features observed in the alibration data. In this paper we summarise the basi
te hnique used for response development of the CCD and demonstrate its apabilities to resolve various spe tral
features as observed in the alibration data obtained during the laboratory alibration program arried out at the
University of Lei ester. The spe tral response modeller is des ribed brie y in Se tion 2, along with some of the
important features in orporated in the ode whi h allow us to generate the CCD quantum eÆ ien y, resultant
e e tive area and event pattern distribution. The results obtained from omparative studies of spe tral response
with the alibration data are presented in Se tion 3. Se tion 4 des ribes the development of the response matri es
for three di erent data modes of the XRT. To demonstrate the apabilities of this instrument, we have simulated
a spe trum based on GRB030329 using the XRT response matrix in Se tion 5.
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Table 1.

Chara teristi s of the Swift XRT CCD

CCD Parameters
Pixel array
Pixel size
Imaging Area
Proje ted pixel size
Storage pixel array
Storage pixel size
Total a tive depth (Epitaxial layer)
Thi kness of the Depletion region
Thi kness of the Field Free region
Substrate thi kness
Parallel harge transfer eÆ ien y
Serial harge transfer eÆ ien y
Ele troni s signal noise
Data read out nodes

Chara teristi s
600600
40 m  40 m
2.4 m  2.4 m
2.36 ar se
600  602
39 m  12 m
80 m
27 m
53 m
200 m
2.510 6 per pixel
510 6 per pixel
5 ele trons
Left or Right or Simultaneous

2. THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE MODEL
Response modelling software, based on a Monte-Carlo simulation te hnique, has been developed to enable a omplete understanding of the performan e of the CCD XRT fo al plane dete tor. The response modeller onsiders
in ident photon transmission through the ele trode stru ture of the CCD-22, the transmitted photons are then
absorbed through photo-ele tri intera tion at di erent depths in the devi e depending on the input energy and
the linear absorption oeÆ ient of the material. The simulation pro ess in ludes the probability of se ondary
uores en e emission, mainly sili on K whi h has a 4.4% yield. The emitted uores ent photon is propagated
in a random dire tion in spa e and a new traje tory is al ulated, starting from the intera tion position of the
original photon . The probability of uores ent photons from other elements used in the onstru tion of the
CCD, su h as oxygen and nitrogen, are very low and hen e are not onsidered in the simulation.
The initial harge loud, produ ed for ea h of the X-rays intera ting in the CCD, undergoes spreading as
it passes through the di erent a tive layers of the devi e. The spreading of the harge loud (its shape, size
and di usion rate) depends on the physi al properties of ea h layer. The spreading of harge and re ombination
losses have been appropriately a ounted for in the modeller based upon the physi al onditions in the di erent
layers of the devi e. Those intera tions o urring at the boundary of any two layers of the devi e have been
arefully a ounted for by introdu tion of a small o set to the appropriate parameters responsible for the real
solution of the applied di usion equations. On e the harge loud rea hes the buried hannels, the total harge
is distributed in multiple pixels a ording to the loud size at the buried hannel, whi h depends on the photon
energy and its intera tion depth. The modeller, therefore, in orporates pixel mapping and event re onstru tion
with a umulation of the harge due to the event. A single event threshold has been used for event re onstru tion,
set to 5 times the noise signal level.
In ident photons landing in the a tive region near the open ele trode stru ture su er from surfa e loss e e ts5.
The harge loss depends on the energy and the attenuation depth of the photon. These losses have been modelled
empiri ally by introdu ing loss parameters hara terising harge loss as a fun tion of depth and X-ray energy.
The best values of these parameters are derived from ts to the alibration line pro les. The harge loss pro ess
due to harge transfer ineÆ ien ies in the CCD has also been onsidered in the response generation. The e e t


Fluores en e events are in luded in the simulations, but are still to be in luded in the response matri es.

Figure 1.

shown.

The simulated spe trum of Fe K (6.4 keV) obtained for isolated (top) and 1-2 pixel events (bottom) are

of ele troni noise is in luded prior to the pulse height re onstru tion of individual events dete ted in the CCD.
Neither harged parti le ba kground nor pile-up e e ts are modelled. The spe tral response and other important
hara teristi features of the CCD, generated simultaneously by the response modeller, are dis ussed below.

2.1. A Simulated Spe trum
A simulated spe trum generated by the response modeller for isolated (single pixel) and 1-2 pixel events from
iron K is shown in Figure 1. The total number of randomly distributed events onsidered in the simulation is
105 at 6.4 keV. Three distin t peaks are observed in the the spe trum, orresponding to 6.4 keV as the input
energy of the photons, the asso iated es ape peak at 4.661 keV and the sili on uores ent peak at 1.739 keV, as
observed in laboratory data. There are only 4.4% of the events whi h are asso iated with uores ent events in
sili on. Depending on the absorption probability of the sili on uores ent photon, it may es ape from the original
pla e of intera tion and result in an es ape peak. The sili on uores ent photons, if absorbed in the a tive sili on
may be dete ted as a separate event, giving rise to a separate distribution at 1.739 keV in the spe trum. The
total integrated events in the above two spe tra are onsistent with the simulated quantum eÆ ien y of the
CCD at this energy, i.e. 42% for isolated events and 52% for 1-2 pixel events. Only 0.6% of the dete ted events
ontribute to uores ent events as observed in the simulated spe trum. The extended lower energy redistribution
of the main peak at 6.4 keV is due to a ombination of surfa e loss and sub-threshold energy loss e e ts. The
sub-threshold energy losses o ur due to below-threshold pixels adja ent to dete ted events not being in luded
in the harge re onstru tion. Sub-threshold energy losses are the dominant e e t for higher energy events, whi h
undergo deeper intera tion in the sili on and hen e have a wider-spread harge loud. At lower energies, the
surfa e loss e e ts are dominant. The spe tral redistribution on the lower side of the response is due to these
harge loss e e ts. The 1-2 pixel event spe trum shows a wider spe tral distribution ompared to the single pixel

Figure 2. Event size distribution for 4 di erent energies are shown for (a) O K at 0.525 keV (b) Al K at 1.487 keV
( ) Fe K at 6.403 keV and (d) Cu K at 8.048 keV.

events, due to the higher noise ontribution following from the use of more pixels. The FWHM for iron K as
simulated for isolated, 1-2 pixel, 1-4 pixel and 1-9 pixel events are 139, 142, 147 and 150 eV respe tively.

2.2. The Event Size Distribution
The event size distribution as a fun tion of event energy is generated in the simulations. The harge loud
produ ed by an X-ray photon within the a tive volume of the CCD drifts within the depletion region to the
potential well minimum of a given pixel, resulting in a dete ted X-ray event. Due to the di usion pro esses,
the harge loud attains a nite size, whi h an result in dete tion of an event with more than one pixel above
threshold. All the X-ray events may therefore be lassi ed depending on the event spread size in pixels and an
be assigned an event grade or pattern. For example, if all the harge of an event is ontained within a single
pixel then it is identi ed as single pixel event, whereas, if the harge is distributed in 2 or more pixels, a spe i
grade or pattern is allo ated to the event following the pra tise of the ASCA SIS or the EPIC MOS.
The event size distributions as predi ted by the model at 4 di erent energies are shown in Figure 2. The
pattern distribution learly shows the dependen e on the input photon energy. At the lowest energy onsidered
here (0.525 keV) 96% of the dete ted events have a harge loud on ned to a single pixel, with no event spreading
beyond two pixels. As the input energy in reases, the event size be omes larger and progressively in reasing
ontributions of harge in adja ent pixels are observed. At the highest energy onsidered here (8.048 keV) only
42% of the dete ted events are on ned to a single pixel, whereas 2-pixel, 3-pixel and 4-pixel events a ount for
9%, 2% and 8% respe tively. The rest of the events are distributed in larger events due to deeper intera tion in
the sili on.

Quantum eÆ ien y of CCD22 al ulated for di erent events starting from 1-pixel events to 1-9 pixel events in
the energy band 0.2-10 keV.

Figure 3.

2.3. The Quantum EÆ ien y of the CCD
The ele trode stru ture of a CCD-22 was spe ially designed to a hieve a high quantum eÆ ien y at lower energies
by thinning and enlarging the polysili on gates and leaving 40% of the pixel area open a ross the entral ele trode
nger4. However, this design is sus eptible to surfa e harge losses and traps. X-ray absorption in the dead layer
overlying the depletion region determines the low energy X-ray response while the high energy response is limited
by a hievable depletion layer thi kness.
Considering the ele trode stru ture, and randomising the events on the surfa e of the CCD, the energy
transmission through the ele trodes is modelled to estimate the CCD quantum eÆ ien y for the di erent sized
events in the 0.2-10 keV energy band. The CCD quantum eÆ ien y plots are shown in Figure 3. The absorption
edges orresponding to oxygen and sili on are prominent. It is obvious that the quantum eÆ ien y progressively
in reases from 0.2 keV to 1 keV, ex ept at the oxygen K absorption edge, and is the same for all pixel events as
at these energies only single pixel events are reated. The CCD quantum eÆ ien y above 1 keV up to 10 keV
depends on the event size. Higher quantum eÆ ien y is a hieved by olle ting harge from higher pixel event
types. Sele tion of events of given sizes during data analysis will have an obvious impa t on the overall e e tive
area of the XRT.

2.4. The X-ray Teles ope E e tive Area
The XRT e e tive area is the produ t of the X-ray mirror e e tive area, the quantum eÆ ien y of the CCD and
the X-ray transmission of the opti al lter. By onsidering these fa tors, the response modeller an al ulate the
XRT e e tive area as a fun tion of energy. Figure 4 shows e e tive area plotted against energy for the di erent
event sizes.

XRT e e tive area urves are plotted with energy for single pixel events (bottom) to summed 1-9 pixel events
(top) as al ulated during the simulation overing energy range from 0.1 to 10 keV.

Figure 4.

If we onsider 1-9 pixel events, the e e tive area is 40 to 50% higher with respe t to single pixel events, while
it is 15 to 20% higher with respe t to 1-4 pixel events. In data analysis, in lusion of larger events results in higher
e e tive area ompared to just using the smaller events, however the spe tral response broadens when larger
events are used. Charged parti les and piled-up X-rays also produ e large events, possibly redu ing their utility
for s ienti data analysis. Depending on the needs of the analysis, users will be able to make an appropriate
event sele tion to optimise e e tive area, energy resolution and ba kground.

3. COMPARISON OF MODEL AND DATA
A spe trum simulated for aluminium K at 1.487 keV has been ompared with the laboratory alibration data
at same energy, obtained in the University of Lei ester CCD testing fa ility. The laboratory alibration data
in ludes ba kground ontributions su h as bremsstrahlung and lines produ ed in the test fa ility. To extra t
the aluminium K sour e spe trum from the laboratory data, the ba kground was modelled with a 1 keV
bremsstrahlung ontinuum, with ontributions from various lines produ ed from the test fa ility. These are
aluminium K at 1.557 keV, with an intensity normalised to 1% of the K ux, and line emission at 2.013 keV
to a ount for phosphorus K in the target material. The ba kground-subtra ted spe trum was then normalised
and re-binned as in the simulated spe trum for dire t omparison. The two spe tra are shown in Figure 5. The
model:data ratio is shown below for dire t omparison. The spe tral omparison over the entire range of Figure
5 shows a very good mat h, although the spe tral redistribution below 1 keV su ers from poor statisti s in the
simulated spe trum. The dynami range of this well t spe trum is almost 4 orders of magnitude and hen e
residual response alibration un ertainties will be below 0.1%.

Figure 5. Spe tral data from laboratory alibration (dashed line) and simulated spe trum (solid line) for Aluminium K
line at 1.487 keV is shown for omparison. Error bars show the statisti al pre ision of the simulation.

4. RESPONSE MATRICES FOR THE XRT SPECTRAL MODES
The XRT is designed for ompletely automated operation, swit hing between di erent modes depending on the
intensity of the target observed. During a typi al GRB observation ampaign the ux will de rease by 3 or more
orders of magnitude. The XRT data modes are designed to avoid dete tor saturation at the early stages of the
observation, while extra ting as mu h information as possible at all stages. There are 4 data modes for XRT:
Imaging, Photodiode, Windowed Timing and Photon Counting. The details of these modes and their apabilities
for imaging, timing and spe tros opi studies are des ribed in detail elsewhere2. Spe tros opi studies of GRBs
will be made in the Photodiode, Windowed Timing and Photon Counting modes. Response matri es are needed
for ea h mode.
In the non-imaging Photodiode and Windowed Timing modes the XRT only provides one-dimensional event
patterns, and it is ne essary to establish the relationship between event patterns in the di erent modes be ause
the response width may be a fun tion of the number of pixels sampled (due to their noise ontributions).
The size of this e e t depends upon the event size distribution a tually observed. To understand the event
pattern distribution in a CCD-22, we have analysed ar hival data from the XMM EPIC MOS obtained from
observations of astrophysi al sour es. Three sour es were arefully hosen su h that all these sour es have a
thermal and a power law omponent in their spe trum and over energy range 0.1-10 keV. The X-ray sour es
sele ted were the low mass X-ray binary EXO 0748-677, the supernova remnant Cassiopeia-A and the bla k hole
andidate LMC-X3. The spe tral nature of these andidates resemble GRB afterglow spe tra to some extent,
therefore studies of the event pattern distribution from these sour es provides lues as to what to expe t from
a GRB. This study suggests that most of the X-rays from a GRB are expe ted to give rise to 1-2 pixel events
(98%) while rest of the X-ray events (2%) ause 3 and 4-pixel events. The event pattern distribution, however,
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depends on the degree of pile-up and on the ontribution of the harged parti le ba kground in the data, both
of whi h ause large-sized events.

4.1. Photon Counting Mode
Photon Counting mode is the most appropriate mode of the XRT for spe tros opi and imaging studies when
the observed sour e ux is below 1 mCrab. We have developed response matri es for single pixel events, 1-2
pixel and 1-4 pixel events in this mode. Ea h of these responses o ers spe i advantages and their appli ation
depends on s ienti needs of the data analysis. Figure 6 shows the response matrix developed for the XRT in
Photon Counting mode for 1-2 and 1-4 pixel events.
The response matri es generated show a number of distin t features. The main spe tral peak is represented
by the main diagonal lo us in Figure 6. The smear to the lower side of main peak is due to surfa e harge loss
e e ts whi h in rease to lower input energies. At higher energies surfa e loss e e ts are smaller, but energy
redistribution o urs due to sub-threshold harge loss. The es ape peak tra ks the main peak for input photon
energies above the sili on absorption edge at 1.839 keV. Above this edge there is a sharp redu tion in the
transmission of sili on so more X-rays intera t near the surfa e of the devi e, populating the low energy side of
the response. Thus the smear below the main peak reappears at 1.839 keV and slowly fades into the main peak
at higher energies, as photons intera t deeper in the a tive sili on. Broader distributions are observed in the
response for higher pixel events su h as the 1-4 pixel response matrix, as well as a higher number of total events
due to larger e e tive area a hieved.

4.2. Windowed Timing and Photodiode Modes
The response of the XRT in these two modes depends mainly on the event pattern transformation from the
intrinsi two-dimensional patterns of Photon Counting mode. For example, 1-2 pixel events in Windowed Timing
mode are mainly events that would have been seen as 1-4 pixel events in Photon Counting mode, similarly 1-3
pixel events in Photodiode mode are mainly 1-4 pixel Photon Counting mode events. It is possible to re over
most of the original event patterns from these one-dimensional patterns. Based on the event pattern translations
in these two modes, one an reate an idealized response in these modes by the equivalent response in Photon

A simulated single pixel event XRT spe trum for Photon Counting mode. The model is the absorbed power
law spe trum of GRB030329 observed around 5 hours. The data in lude an illustrative redshifted 6.4 keV iron line of 3
keV equivalent width (not seen in GRB030329). The dete tability of the iron line is shown in the lower portion of the
gure.

Figure 7.

Counting mode. However, events sele ted as X-ray-like events in Windowed Timing and Photodiode mode may
have a small ontribution from ba kground and pile-up. Spe tral measurements ondu ted at Fe K shown that
FWHM are onsistent within measurement errors, for the spe tral modes of the XRT. The measured FWHM
for 1-4 pixel events in Photon Counting and its equivalent event pattern in Windowed Timing and Photodiode
mode are respe tively 156, 151 and 154 eV, onsistent within the 7% measurement errors. Therefore, based on
these on epts of event pattern translation, dete tor responses for the Windowed Timing and Photodiode modes
have been developed for the purpose of data simulation. Mode dependent gain, o set and ele troni noise e e ts
will be in luded in the model, following analysis of alibration data obtained in these modes.

5. A SPECTRAL SIMULATION BASED ON GRB030329
We have used the isolated pixel response matrix le for Photon Counting mode with the mirror e e tive area and
lter transmission to simulate an XRT GRB afterglow spe trum. The afterglow of GRB030329 was observed by
RXTE in the 2-10 keV band from 4 hours 51 minutes after the GRB6. The afterglow was ex eptionally bright,
due to its unusual proximity (z=0.1685)7. The RXTE spe trum was t6 with an absorbed power law of photon
index = 2, with the absorption later shown to be8  2  1020 m 2 . We reated a simulated XRT spe trum
using the observed spe tral parameters, and in addition we added a redshifted emission line due to iron with an
equivalent width of 3 keV (as was seen in GRB970508 at a later stage9, su h a line was not seen in GRB030329).
The simulated XRT spe trum of the GRB for a 30 minutes exposure, ontaining 1:3  104 ounts is shown
in the Figure 7. The net 0.2-10 keV ount rate was 7.3 ounts s 1 . This orresponds to ux of 0.13 photon
(2:1  10 10 ergs) m 2 s 1 . Figure 7 shows a lear dete tion of the iron line in this exposure. Other spe tral
features visible in lude CCD absorption edges due to oxygen, at 0.532 keV, and sili on, at 1.84 keV (see Figure
3), and the series of gold M absorption edges in the mirror between 2.2 and 3.4 keV (see Figure 4). The spe tral

features observed in the simulated spe trum and its ompatibility with spe tral analysis tools provides further
on den e on the apabilities of the modelled XRT response.

6. CONCLUSION
We have modelled the X-ray response and dete tion properties of the fo al plane dete tor of the Swift XRT, and
have simulated various measurable hara teristi s of the CCD dete tor. We have su essfully reprodu ed the
Al K spe trum to a high level of pre ision. The dete tor response developed based on Monte-Carlo simulations
has been found suitable for generating astrophysi al simulations and ondu ting spe tros opi analysis of data
in three di erent spe tral modes of the XRT. We have also demonstrated that there are only small di eren es
in the spe tral resolution of the XRT between the Photon Counting, Windowed Timing and Photodiode modes,
these di eren es an be modelled for in lusion in the response matri es. Further work is in progress to re ne the
dete tor response in these modes based on detailed analysis of the remaining alibration data.
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